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Absolute C++Addison Wesley, 2002

	Absolute C++ , offers complete coverage of the C++ programming language. It provides all the tools necessary for experienced and novice programmers to master C++, including: thorough coverage of the Standard Template Library; complete and fully executable code throughout; sections highlighting programming tips and common pitfalls; and a...
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Arduino For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	
		Arduino is a tool, a community, and a way of thinking that is affecting
	
		how we use and understand technology. It has rekindled a love and
	
		understanding for electronics for many people, including myself, who felt
	
		that electronics was something that they had left behind at school.
	


	
		Arduino is tiny...
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Methodological Advances in Experimental PhilosophyBloomsbury Reference, 2019

	
		Until recently, experimental philosophy has been associated with the questionnaire-based study of intuitions. This volume brings together established and emerging research leaders from several areas of experimental philosophy to explore how new empirical methods from the behavioural sciences and digital humanities can contribute to...
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Essential Blogging : Selecting and Using Weblog ToolsO'Reilly, 2002
With weblogs-or "blogs"-exploding all over the Web, the only  thing lacking for power users and developers is detailed  advice on how choose, install, and run blogging software.  Written by leading bloggers, Essential  Blogging includes practical advice and insider  tips on the features,...
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Technical, Commercial and Regulatory Challenges of QoS: An Internet Service Model PerspectiveMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"I like the author's table of contents a lot.  It flows very well. The way the author presents (what we have today, what is the problem. and what is the solution) gives a comprehensive treatment of the subject.... I would  think there is a market for such a book."  -- Zheng Wang, Principal Scientist, Broadcom (and author of 2001 MK book,...
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From Boolean Logic to Switching Circuits and Automata: Towards Modern Information Technology (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Logic networks and automata are facets of digital systems. The change of  the design of logic networks from skills and art into a scientific discipline was possible by the development of the  underlying mathematical theory called the Switching Theory. The fundamentals of this theory come from the attempts towards an algebraic...
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Advances in Minimum Description Length: Theory and Applications (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2005
The process of inductive inference—to infer general laws and principles from particular instances—is the basis of statistical modeling, pattern recognition, and machine learning. The Minimum Descriptive Length (MDL) principle, a powerful method of inductive inference, holds that the best explanation, given a limited set of observed...
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The Renewable Revolution: How We Can Fight Climate Change, Prevent Energy Wars, Revitalize the Economy and Transition to a Sustainable FutureEarthscan, 2010

	Our world faces an unprecedented energy crisis. Fuel shortages, skyrocketing energy prices, climate change, nuclear contamination, catastrophic oil spills and energy wars define the global scenario. The nonrenewable energy path of oil, natural gas, coal and nuclear is headed for a dead-end at an accelerated speed. In our race for survival we...
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Designing Embedded HardwareO'Reilly, 2005
Embedded computer systems literally surround us: they're in our cell phones, PDAs, cars, TVs, refrigerators, heating systems, and more.  In fact, embedded systems are one of the most rapidly growing segments of the computer industry today.
 			
 Along with the growing list of devices for which embedded computer systems are appropriate,...
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iOS 5 in the Enterprise (Develop and Design)Peachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Those of you who have to deal with more than a handful of iPhones, iPads, or iPod

	Touches already know why you manage iOS devices. For everyone else, “manage”

	is not a short way to say “impose draconian control.” Managing devices on your

	network, including iOS devices,...
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How to Succeed in Exams & Assessments (Smarter Study Guides)Financial Times Management, 2007

	Welcome to How to Succeed in Exams and Assessments. We’re pleased

	you have chosen this book and hope it will fulfil its promise and help

	you achieve excellent grades. Our aim has been to provide tried-andtested

	tips covering the whole exam experience, from planning your

	revision to coping with exam nerves. We’ve tried...
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Expert Oracle Database ArchitectureApress, 2014

	Now in its third edition, this best-selling book continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom Kyte and Darl Kuhn share a simple philosophy: "you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into it, or you can...
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